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I. Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is to establish a relation between the symbolic

theory of invariants of differential forms, due to the late Professor Maschke,!

and the theory of extensive quantity (vectors), due to Grassmann. J

It will be shown that those symbolic expressions used by MaSCHKe which

lacked an interpretation in his theory, may be represented as vectors of the

Grassmann type, and that all of Maschke's expressions, including his actual

differential parameters, are expressible in the vector system. The theory of

such vectors will be extended, new formulas in the symbolic theory will be

obtained and applications to geometry will be made.

A preliminary section on space of two dimensions is given, in order that the

well known geometric representation of vectors in two dimensions may serve as

a basis for a compact treatment of the general theory.

The general theory is stated for three dimensions in concise form, proofs

being omitted when their details are simple extensions of the two dimensional

case; the obvious generalization to Euclidean space of n dimensions is then

indicated.

The less obvious extension to surfaces in three dimensions and, generally, to

arbitrary ¿-dimensional spaces imbedded in an Euclidean space of n dimensions

is treated in more detail. This involves an application of the Grassmann

theory to non-uniform spaces and furnishes an example of a vector system based

on variable units.

The paper closes with a section dealing with differential parameters which

involve second and higher derivatives of the symbols.

* Presented to the Society (Chicago), March 30, 1907, in somewhat different form, under the

title :  Vector theory, in terms of symbolic differential parameters.

f MASCHKE, A Symbolic Treatment of the Theory of Invariants of Quadratic Differential Cuan-

tíes of n Variables, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 4

(1903), pp. 445-469.
} H. Grassmann, Ausdehnungslehre, 1862. References are to Gbassmann's collected works

edited by F. Engel.
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II. The Two-dimensional Case.

1. Comparison of the properties of vectors and symbols. Given any binary

quadratic differential form,

(1) A = E(x, y)dx2+2F(x, y)dxdy + G(x, y)dyt,

Maschke replaces the form by a symbolic square

(2) A = [fx)(x,y)dx+f2)(x,y)dy]2*

and writes symbolically

(^)j?iÁx^y)=:E(x,y);fm(x,y)f2,(x,y)=F(x,y);f^)(x,y)=G(x,y).

In the special case E = G = 1, F =0, the differential form represents the

square of the element of length in a plane ; we have then

(4) A = ds2 = dx2 + dy2 = (fx) dx + f2) dy )2,

where fx) andf^ are constant, and where

(6) >3)-i,     /(oA) = o.     J&-1-

The formulas (5) suggest the properties of so-called inner multiplication of a

set of unit vectors in a plane. Thus if e, and e2 are unit vectors along the x-

and the y-axis respectively, and if a = a,e, + a2e2 and b = 6,e, + b2e2 are any

vectors, the inner product is

(6) [a\b-\=axbx + a2b2.f

Then for inner multiplication

CO    [«,|«J-<-l.        [e,|e2]=e2 = l, [e,|e2] = [e2¡c,] = 0.

On account of this agreement, the Maschke symbols f(x) and f^ may be

* Maschke, loo. oit., p. 448.

The general quadratio differential form

n

S  aijdxi dx,
i,j=X

in n variables xi, x%, •■■,x„ is replaced by [fmdxi+fmdx¡-\-\-f(n)dx„]', so that symboli-

cally fi)f(j)=ay ; for the special differential form

\dx2
i=l

these equations become

/(i,/<*-li, .W.
fThe inner product ia also defined to be ab cos ab, where a means the length of a, x. e.,

V a\ + a\, b = V b\ + b\, and ab is the angle between a and b. This definition is equivalent

to the one given in the text.
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thought of as a set of unit vectors c, and e2, the multiplications in (5) being

inner multiplications.

It will be shown later that this correspondence of properties persists between

the Maschke symbols and the vectors of Grassmann's theory in space of n dimen-

sions, every essential property being identical in the two cases.

We proceed just now to show that many — in fact all — of the various sym-

bolic expressions used by Maschke for two dimensions have a meaning in the

vector theory; if we set fx) = e, and /(2) = e2 as suggested above ; and that the

relations existing between his symbolic expressions correspond to geometric

relations.

2. Notations. It is found convenient in the symbolic theory to introduce

other symbols, eb(x), ej>(2) equivalent to f(x), f^, in the sense that

tb2w = E,       tb(x) cb^ = F,       tbf2) = G,

according to equations (3 ). With the aid of two sets of symbols, /(]), f{S) ; tb(x), <f>(2),

expressions quadratic in the F, F, G may be represented symbolically ; thus,

E*=fhVw,       EF=f2x)eb(x)tbi2), 2(EG- F2) = (fx)4>{2)-fM2,    etc.

When convenient, still other symbols are introduced, equivalent to/'and eb,

in the sense described above. It is agreed, however, that no more than two

symbols of the same kind shall occur in the same product, and that in every

product two symbols of like kind, i. e., two fa or two çS's, etc., occurring as

factors are to be interpreted according to equations (3) [or equations (5) in the

special case we are now considering]. Otherwise the symbols are subject to

the same laws as ordinary algebraic quantities. The discriminant EG — F2 of

the general quadratic form (1) is denoted by 1/ß2.* In general, ß is a func-

tion of x and y; but ß = 1 for the special differential form (4).

The symbols fx), f2) were regarded by Maschke as partial derivatives of a

symbolic function f(x, y), so that fx) = df/dx, f2) = dfjdy.f
In  the   special   case  (4),   since fx)  and f(2)  are  constant we  may write

f=f(»x+f(fJ-
The Jacobian

k, vj
of any two functions U and V is of frequent occurrence and will be denoted

briefly by { U, V).    Still more frequently occurs the expression ß { U, V),

*This notation is also used for the discriminant of the quadratio differential form in n

variables.
-fin general throughout this paper, subscripts in parentheses will denote partial differentia-

tion.    Thus U ( x, y) being any function of x and y, 11^) = dUjBx, J7(2) = ö Ujdy.    This differs

slightly from the notation of Maschke, as he used subscripts without parentheses.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 30
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ß being defined as above; this expression is denoted by (U, V); for our

special case, since ß = 1, we have (U, V) = {U, V}.*

If iZand Fare invariants of the differential form then (U, V) is again an

invariant-!

3. Differential parameters involving linear functions. Consider the system

of straight lines

a(x, y) = axy — a2x = const,
parallel to the vector

a = axex + a2e2.

Sincefx) = c, andf2) = e2 we may write a = (f, a).J

Hence, if a is any linear function, the differential parameter (f, a) may be

interpreted as a vector parallel to the system of straight lines a = const.

In particular, (/, y) = e,, (/, — cc) = e2.

Other differential parameters expressed in symbolic form are (f, a ) (f, 6 ),

(f, tb)(f, a), (f, tb)(f, a)(tb, b) = (a, & ), where a and 6 are functions of x

and y, and f and tb are symbolic functions of the differential form. We pro-

ceed to find their vector meaning when a and 6 are linear.

The product (f, a)(f, 6), when expanded, equals afbx + a2b2, where as

above a = axy — a2x, and 6 = bxy — b2x.

Comparing with the definition, p. 450, we see that this result is the inner

product of the two vectors a = a,e, + a2e2 and b = 6,e, + 62e2. The product

(tb,f)(tb, a), when expanded, equals —fx)a2 +f2)ax. Interpreting/^,),/^, as

before, we see that this is a vector perpendicular to a = (f, a) ; with Grass-

mann we call this the complement § of the vector a and denote it by | a ; thus

(ep,f)(f,a)=\a.
Finally the expression ||

(ft *)(/, a)(eb, b) = (a,b) = axb2- a2bx

is the so-called outer product *| of a and b.

4. Differential parameters involving arbitrary functions. We investigate

now the meaning of these same differential parameters when the functions a and 6

are arbitrary functions of x and y.

The equation of the tangent to the curve a = const, at a given point x0, y0 on

* The same notation is used in the n-dimensional case ; {a,, • • •, a„} represents the Jacobian

of the functions a,(i,, ■ ■-, x„), ■■ -, an{xx, ■ •-, Xn), and (a,, • ••, an) =ß{ax, ■■-, «„}.

t For definitions of " Invariant of a differential quantio," " differential parameter," etc., see

Maschke, loc. cit., p. 446.

tNotice that a^) = da/dx = — a-i, and a(2)^ôa/oy = ai.

§ For the general definition of complement see p. 457.

| Cf. Maschke, loo. cit., p. 453, equation (34).

1f The outer product [ a, b ] of two vectors is usually defined to be A ■ B ■ sin ab, where A and

B are the lengths of a and b.    This is easily seen to be the same as ax b, — a2 bx.
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the curve is

fda\ fBa\ .
xl^— I       + v I -5— j       =« = const.,

»=!/o y=vo

x [«(!)],=,„ + y [«to] *=*„ = £•

¿ = * [ «to ] —. + y [ «(a ] x=.,0 ;

(f,L) = (f, a ) „,o =/,, [ «a, ] „, - y",, [ au) ] ,=,0 ;

or

Let

then

but, by Art. 3, (f, L ) is directed parallel to the straight lines L = const., and

these straight lines are parallel to the tangent of that curve of the system

a = const, which passes through the point xQ, y0; hence we have

Theorem I. If the symbols fx), f(2) of the differential form dx* + dy2 are

interpreted as unit vectors along the x- and y-axes respectively, then the sym-

bolic differential parameter (f, a ) may be interpreted as a vector function of

position, tangent at each point of the plane to the curve a = const, which

passes through that point.

As in the case where a and o were linear, the product (f, a)(f, b) may be

regarded as the inner product of the two vectors represented by (f, a) and

(/, b). The expression (tb,f)(eb, a) represents a vector perpendicular ta

(f, a) and therefore normal to the curve a = const. ; and the expression

(/, eb)(f, a)(eb, b) is the outer product of the vectors (f, a), (f, b).

The length * of the vector represented by (f, a ) is

<7W = >/<> + «?,).
The angle 6 between two curves, a = const., b = const., is given by f

„«= tí (/'<*)(/'  h) aW°(X) + a(2)K)
COS Ü = —-,._■.■■      — ^   —;-    — -=z—- ■ =.

V(/, a)2 V(<p, b)2     V^ + a^Vo?,, + b22)

or byî

sin 6 =
(a,b) a(x)hi2) — a(2)b(x)

V(/, a)2 V(«*>, b)2     V< + af2) V6f„ + bfo

5.   Change of variables.    We obtain greater generality for the plane by

changing to curvilinear coordinates.    Let us make the substitution

u = u(x, y),        v = v(x,y);

we have then
du = u(x)dx + ui2)dy,        dv = v(x)dx + vi2)dy.

* Cf. p. 450, second footnote.

t Cf. p. 450, second footnote.

t Cf. p. 452, last footnote.
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Solving for dx and dy, we have

dx = «<»)<*« - u<2->dv d   = u(x)dv - v(x)du

(u,v)       ' y (u,v)

Substituting these values in the expression for ds, we have

(8) ds =fx)dx +f2)dy = (0\du + {^dv.

By Theorem I, the coefficients of du and dv represent vectors tangent at any

point «0, t>0 to the curves v = const., u = const., respectively.

Suppose that the vector function f(x, y) transforms into the vector function

t(u, v); we have

.hi) = h<¿>Hü) + '(.i^o.)'       /(2) — hu)u(.2) + h>)v(.2)-

Solving for t(u) and tU), we have

(o\ t    _(•/>) ,        («'/)

The quantic giving length of arc

¿s2 = (fx)dx +f2)dy)2 = dx2 + dy2
transforms into

(10) (tMdu + tMdv)2 = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2,

where t2u) = E, t(u)tM = F, t2v) = G, so that the function t(u, v) into which

f(x, y) transforms is a symbolic function of the transformed differential quantic;

hence

Theorem II.* If A = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2 is the differential form

giving length of arc in a plane, the parameters u and v being arbitrary, then the

derivatives £(u), t,o) of a symbolic function of the form A may be interpreted

as vector functions of position, of length VT?, V6r, respectively, tangent at

each point of the plane to the parameter curves which pass through that point.

This gives rise to a vector system based on two units,

ei = %) ' e2 = ho) '

tangent to the parameter curves v = const., u = const., respectively; these units

are themselves variable from point to point, both in length and in direction.

Again, remembering the factor ß = (EG — F2)~l, we have

(11) (/, a) = (t,a),        (f,a)(f,b) = (t,a)(t,b),t    etc,

where the expressions on the right involve derivatives with respect to x and

*Cf. Theorem V.

tSince (/, a), (f,b), etc, are invariant expressions.    See Maschke, loc. cit., p. 449.
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y, while the expressions on the left involve derivatives with respect to u and v.

These expressions, therefore, have always the same geometric interpretation,

even when the parameters u, v are changed. In particular, the expression

(t, t)(£, a), where t and t are equivalent symbols of the quantic

Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2,

still represents the complement of the vector (t, a), so that in this notation the

operation of taking the complement is invariant.*

III.  Vectors in Three Dimensions ; Axioms.

6. Fundamental notions. In order to extend the preceding work to space of

three dimensions, we shall explain briefly a vector system in that space, following

in spirit Grassmann.

Let us start with three mutually perpendicular linear vectors, e,, e2, e3, which

are of unit length and lie along the three axes ; equivalence of such linear vec-

tors, their addition and their multiplication follow the rules for two dimensions.

The expression ae, -f- 6e2 + ce3, where a, b, c are ordinary numbers, represents

a unique vector defined by these rules, namely, the vector from the origin to the

point a, b, c, or any parallel vector of equal length ; conversely, any vector in

space is expressible in that form.

In order to multiply vectors, we may proceed as in ordinary algebra, provided

the fundamental products of e,, e2, e3 in pairs are defined ; we shall introduce

three of these products

(12) Ex = [e2, ej,        £2 = [e3,e,],        E3 = [ex,e2]

as new units, and call them vectors of the second order. Each may be thought

of geometrically as a rectangle of which the factor vectors are sides, or as any

equivalent area on any parallel plane.    The other products are defined to be

(13) [c3,e2]=-£, = -[e2,e3], [e„e3] = -£2,        [eiS e/J-£,.

The products used in (12) and (13) are called outer products. It is to be

noted that the area of the rectangles mentioned is equal to the product of the

lengths of the sides into the sine of the included angle, — a rule given in two

dimensions on p. 452, footnote.   This rule applied to the remaining products gives

(14) [e1,e1]=[e2,e2] = [e3,e3] = 0.

The outer product of any two vectors is obtained in terms of Ex, E,, E3 by

*The Grassmann definition of complement is given in terms of the units. In general (i. e.,

except for special transformations) the complement of a vector referred to a new system of unite

differs from the complement referred to the original units.
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multiplying algebraically the expressions for the two vectors : thus if

a = a,e, + a2e2 + a3es,        b=bxex+ b2e2 + 6,es,
then

(15)     [a, 6]* = (axb2-a2bx)E3 + (a2b3 - asbf)Ex + (a3bx - axbf)E%.

It is usual to represent such a sum as occurs in (15) geometrically by a

rule for addition of vectors of the second order, similar to the familiar parallel-

ogram law for linear vectors ; the parallelogram being replaced by a parallelepiped

determined by the two addenda, and the sum being represented by a diagonal

parallelogram of the parallelopiped; thus the expression kxEx + k2E2 + k3Es

may be represented by a certain parallelogram, or by an equivalent area on any

parallel plane. It should be noted that the sign of this vector is reversed by

reversing the sense in which the perimeter is directed. It follows that the outer

product [a, 6] of any two linear vectors may be represented by the parallelo-

gram which they determine, with its perimeter taken in the direction shown by a.

The outer product of all three units might be represented in a similar fashion,

as a vector of the third order ; geometrically, a parallelopiped of edges c,, e2, cs;

it is more usual, however, to notice that all such vectors in space of three dimen-

sions are numerical multiples of one another. It is customary, therefore, to

characterize such a vector solely by the number which expresses its volume ; we

define, then,

[«l. e2' «»]  =   [e2< e3»  ei]   =   l>3>  «1» e2]   = L

[e3, e2, e,] = [c,, e3, e2] = [e2, e,, e3]-1.

The outer product of any three linear vectors can be obtained either by

algebraic multiplication and use of (16) f or by computing the volume of the

parallelopiped determined by the three vectors ; thus if

a = axex + a2e2 + a3e3,    b = bxex + b2e2 + 6se„

then

c = cxex + c2e2+c3e3,

(17) [a, 6,c] =

h      "3      °8 i

and, using parentheses as equivalent to brackets, we also write

(18) [a, 6,c]=([a,6],c) = (a, [6,c]).

On occasion, however, we shall distinguish temporarily 3-dimensional vectors

from ordinary numbers.

* Cf. definition for two dimensions, p. 452.

t A produot in whioh one of the unite is repeated is zero, since the volume of the correspond-

ing parallelopiped is zero.
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7. Complements; regressive and inner products. Let E be the outer

product of several of the unit vectors ; we define the complement of E,

written | E, to be the outer product of the unit vectors not used in forming E,

with a sign such that [£, | £] = + 1.

It follows * that |£(i) = [£(i), £<»-«] E*-4*, where £(3-> is the outer product

of the unit vectors not used in forming £(i), taken in any order.

The complement of any linear function of several vectors is defined to be the

same linear function of their complements ; thus f

(18) \(AXEX + A2E2)=AX\EX + A2\E2.

The outer product of two vectors A, B has been defined only for the case in

which the sum of the orders of A and B does not exceed three. In case this

sum is greater than three, the sum of the orders of \A and \B is less than

three ; hence in this case [ | A, | B ] is defined. In terms of this product we

define [A,B].

Definition. If the sum of the orders of A and B exceeds three, then the

outer product [A, BJ is a vector, C, such that \C = [ | A, | £ ] ; in this case

the product is called regressive ; when the sum of the orders of the factors

is less than three, the product is called progressive; both are called outer

products.

Definition. The outer product J [A, |£] of a vector A and the complement

of another vector, B, is called the inner product of A and £.§

8. Vector formulas. The following formulas enable us to determine the

vector represented by a given regressive product. First we consider the regres-

sive product of two units of the second order ([e\, ef\, [e\, et]). We have

by definition

l([e<> CJ>  [«*» eJ) = (Op eP «*]«*>   [«*« e*> eAej)

= -[ei1«J-.e*]2[ «*.«,] = [•,.«*]•

This by definition is the complement of [e\, c , 0t]c{; hence

(19) ([««.«,]>  [•,. •»])-[•«. V VM
Next consider the product ([e\, a], [e\, e^.]) where a = axex + a2e2+ a3e3.

* Capital letters in black face type will be used to denote vectors of any order. If it is desired

to specify the order an upper index in parentheses will be employed ; thus £>'' means a vector of

the i-th order.   Small black face letters invariably represent linear vectors.

t From the definition of complement and formula (18) it follows that | ( | A ) = ± A.

t It is customary to omit the comma and regard the complement sign | as the sign of inner

multiplication.

§ This definition, and others of this section are in accord with the corresponding definitions

for two dimensions in Art. 2. The definitions as stated here are at once extensible to m

dimensions.

¡| We have here assumed i,;', k all different, but the formula holds if any two, or if all three

are equal, for in that case both sides reduce to zero.
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Substituting this expression for a we have

(zU)
+ aÁlen eJ>   [eP e*]) = «,([CP eJ.   0*i «,]) = [«<. «; e,Jc..

Continuing we find, for any three vectors, a, b, c,

(21) ([a, 6],   [a,c])=[a,6,c]a.

Formulas (19) and (20) are special cases of (21).

We are now able to see the geometric meaning of a regressive product [ A, B~\

in case A and B are vectors of the second order ; let the planes in which A and

B are supposed to lie be produced to meet, and let a be a vector in their line of

intersection ; then, by properly choosing b and c, we may write A = [ a, b ]

and B = [a, c] . By (21), then, we see that [A, £] is a vector of the first

order lying in (or parallel to) the line of intersection of the planes of A and B.*

The inner product of two vectors

3 3

a = yfJa.e.,        b = Vo.e.
i=l i=l

may be found by applying the definition and multiplying out algebraically ; thus

[33-1 3

Z o* e,,  Z 6,1 e<    = [«i. c2. e3 ] S aihi=axbx + a2b2+ a3b3.
4=1 i=l J i=l

This is seen to be the extension to three dimensions of the definition of inner

product given on p. 450.

Again, the inner product ([a, 6] | c) may be found similarly to be

(a.6, - a2bx)(cxe- c2ex) + (a2b3- a3b2)(c2e3- c3e2) + (a3bx- axb3)(c3ex- c,e3).

If the inner product of this vector and a vector

d=T\d.e.
¡=i

be formed, the result is

{([a, 6]|c)|rf} = (a162-a2o,)(c,J2-c2cZ,)

-f(a263-a362)(c2fZ3-c3cZ2) + (a36,-a,63)(c3¿,-c,(í3)

and this same result is found for the inner product ([a, 6] | [c, d~\); hence

(23) ([a,b]\[c,d])={([a,b]\c)\d}.

We proceed to obtain certain other fundamental formulas : let a, b, c be any

three independent linear vectors, and d any other linear vector.    Then we may

* In n dimensions if the product [A, *?] is progressive, it represents a vector in the least

space containing A and B ; if regressive, a vector in the greatest space common to A and B.
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write

d = la + nib + nc,

where l, m, n are ordinary numbers.     To obtain I, m, n, take the outer

product of d with [a, 6], [6, c], [c, a], respectively.    We thus obtain

(24) [a, b, d] = n[a,b, c],   [b, <:, d]=l[a, b, c],   [c, a, rf] = m [a, 6, c] ;

hence

(25) Z-[a, 6, c]'        m-[a,6,c]'        re*" [a, b, c] '

Again, taking the outer product of d with c, we have

[c, d] = l[c, a] - m[b, c];
hence

/OCN    ([a,6],[c,«f]) = -Z([a,6],[a,c]) + m([6,a],[6,c])

(26)
= — l[a, b, c]a — tn\_a, b, c~\b* = [a, c, d~\b — \_b, c, rf]a.

Similarly

[a, 6] = -[a,rf]--[a,c];
L        J     m L J      m L J

hence

(27) ([a, 6], [c,*i])=[a,fc,rf]c-[o,6,c]rf.

If we represent the two-dimensional vector [c, </] in (26) as the complement

of a linear vector V, we have

(28) ([a, 6] \v) = [a \v]b-[b \v]a.

Taking the inner product of both sides of this equation by another vector w, and

using formula (23), we have

[a|i>], [a|u>]

(29) ([a, 6] \[v,w])= [a\v]lb\w}-lb\v][a\w] =
[b\v], [b\w]

The vector formulas just given for three dimensions are readily extended to n

dimensions. The extensions of formulas (27), (28), and (29) are written down

here for reference. They may be proved by methods analogous to those just

indicated for three dimensions.

Let [ax, a2, • • •, a;] and [&,, bt, • ■ ■, br~\ be two vectors in a space of n

dimensions, of orders k and 7* respectively, and suppose k + r >• n, so that the

product ([ax, a2, ■ ■ ■, a,.], [6,, b.,, • • •, &.]) is regressive. The extension of

(27) may then be written

([fli- •••>«*]> [&i. •••> *,])

*Cf. formula (21), p. 458.

f Ausde.hnungslehre, p. 83, no. 113.
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where c,, • • •, cn_k stands for a combination of n — k of the subscripts

1,2, ■ ■ •, r, and c,, c2, • • ■ ,cr are taken in such order that [ bCi, bCi, • • •, bcf\

= [bx, b2, • • •, br].    We have also

([ax,a2, •••,a,+r]|[6„62, ..., br])

(28J =L(I>,» ■ ■•.««,]![*,. -..*,])[«.-.. -.«J,*

(29J      ([«,.«.][[*..*»]>-

[«J*,].[«»i*.]---[«*1**]
•t

9. Axioms. The essential properties J used in what precedes may be stated

in the following axioms, which will be seen to ensure the preceding facts for

three dimensions, and which also furnish a sufficient basis for an immediate

extension of all these ideas to space of n dimensions for a system of n mutually

orthogonal linear unit vectors. The notation explained in footnote, p. 457, will

be employed.    Small letters in ordinary type denote ordinary numbers.

I. If A, B, C are vectors of the 7'-th order, r = n, then

(1) IA = AI;
(2) l(mA) = lmA;

(8) 0-A = 0;
(4) IA = 0 implies I = 0 or A = 0 ;

(5) IA + mB is a uniquely determined vector of order r ;

(6) A + (B+C)-(A + B) + C;
(7) lA + mA = (l + m)A;

(8) I (A + B) = IA+ IB.%
II. There exist n vectors of the first order, e,, e2, • • -, e;i, such that any

linear relation, lxe, + l2e2 -|-\-lnen=0, implies f = 0, l2 = 0, —, lH = 0.

Definition, k vectors of any order Ax, A2, • • -, Ak are said to be indepen-

dent if a linear relation, lx Ax + l2 A., + • • ■ + lk Ak = 0, implies lx = 0, l2 = 0,

•••,^ = 0.

III. If A(i) is a vector of the i-th order, and if B^ and C{J) ave vectors of the

^'-th order ( i + j = n ), then

(1) [A(í>, Bfí"] is a uniquely determined vector of the (i + j)-th order;

(2) [ A«, ( £•» + C»)] - [ A« ,£«>] + [ A«, C-" ].

*lbid., p. 133, no. 173.

t Ibid., p. 135, no. 175.
X This system of axioms is compiled from Grassmann ; all, however, are not given explicitly

by him. Some are given as theorems ; others are implied in his definitions. The system, as

snoh, is new.

§The property A + B = B+A can be proved by showing that (A+B) — {B + A)=Q,

by use of (6), (7), (8); hence by (5), the result follows.
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Definition. The expression [A(i), £(^] is called the outer product of Aw

and B(1\

IV. If a and b are vectors of the first order

(1) [la,mb] = lm[a, &];

(2) [a,6] + [6,a] = 0.

V. If a,, a2, • • •, af and 6,, ¿>2, • • •, b¿ are vectors of the first order and if

i +j = n, then

([ax,a2, ..-,«/], [6,, 62, •••, 6,])= [a,, a2, •••,aj, 6,, 62, ..., &.].
«

VI. » independent vectors c,, e2, • ■ •, e i of the first order exist, such that

[e,,e2, ...,ej = l.

Definition. Let e,, c2, •••,€„ be any 7i independent vectors of the first

order ; the products involving the different combinations of these vectors i at a

time are called the multiplicative combinations of the i-th order of these

vectors.

VII. If Aw is any vector of the i-th order, then n independent vectors

e,, e2, • • •, en of the first order and

N_:nl_
'     i\(n-i)\

numbers, lx, l2, • ■ -, lA-., exist such that A(,) = /,£, + l2E2 + ••• + l^E^, where

the £'s are the multiplicative combinations of the i-th order of c,, e2, • ■ •, en.

Complements, regressive and inner products are defined for n dimensions pre-

cisely as on p. 457 for three dimensions. Applying the definition of inner mul-

tiplication to the units we h ve

re,e1_0    (<+¿>*L*lVI-i   (i=j),

where the units are the e,, e2, • • •, cn of Axiom VI.

IV. Interpretation of Symbolic Forms and Comparison with the

Axioms.

10. Definitions. It will now be shown that symbolic differential parameters

of the special form

( 0) dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = (/;„ dx +f2) dy +f3) dz )«

maybe regarded as vectors of a three-dimensional space by interpreting/^,),

f2), f3) as unit vectors along the x-, y-, and z-axes respectively. This will be

done by showing that with suitable definition of outer product, etc., they satisfy

the Axioms I-VII for n = 3.

Linear functions of any number of symbolic parameters of the type (f, a,b),

where / is a symbolic function of the differential form (30), will be shown to be

* Compare with the formulas for/<,)/(», footnote, p. 450.
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one-dimensional vectors; it should be noted that /a^/^),/^ are themselves of

this type, since /(l)—(/, y, >)»/tt>—(/i », x),f{3) = (f, x, y)-

Also (/, cb,ifr)(cb,i¡r, a) is a linear function of parameters of this type since,

when it is expanded, cb and i/r disappear according to equations in the footnote,

p. 450.
Linear functions of parameters of the type (/, eb, a) involving two symbolic

functions will be shown to be vectors of the second order.

For effecting transformations of certain symbolic expressions, the following

determinant theorem, stated for determinants of the third order, is found useful.

Denote

ax    6,    c,

«2     bt     C2

a3    b3    c3

by |a, b, c\; then

\a,b,c\-\d,e,f\ = \d,b,c\-\a,e,f\ + \e,b,c\-\d,a,f\ + \f,b,c\-\d,e,a\*

Let us use the notation

« = -2'(/> 4>, f)(<b, f, a) = «„,,/•„ + fl,2)/,,, + a(3)/(3),

b = I (f,eb, + )(<j>, f, o) = bwf,ti + bi2)f2) + b(3)f{3),

c=Hf^<f>,f)(<b,yr-,c) = cMf(¡) + ct2)f(2) + c{3)f3),

where a, b, c are functions of x, y, z.

We define outer products as follows :

[«,b]=¡](f,eb,ir)(f,a,b),    ̂

[a,b,c] = ([a,b-\,c) = (a, [ b, c]) = (a, b, c).f

We take Axioms III(0) and IV(1) as definitions of the expressions

[A«, ( £U + C,J> )] and [ la, mb ] .

11. Comparison with the axioms. We proceed to show that with these

definitions Axioms I to VII are satisfied.

* For determinants of the n-th order

n

|«i, fl2, • • -, a„I • Iii, 62, ■ • -, b„\ = 2 l*>i it, ■ ■ -, a»I • l*i, hi, • • •> 01—i, <ii, 61+1, • • -, (n|.
¡=]

See Maschke, Differential parameters of the first order, Transactions of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 7 (1906), p. 70, equation (1). Cf. also E. Pascal, Lincei

Rendiconti, 1888.

fThis definition is given in order to conform to the customary definition of [a , 6, c] which

makes this product a number rather than a vector of the third order. A definition more in

accord with the other definitions given here would be

[a, b, c] = (/,?, 4>)(a,b, c)/f¡Ü.
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!,)• • -1(5, are satisfied by the fundamental assumptions in regard to symbols.*

To show that II is satisfied we show that fx), f2), f3) ave linearly indepen-

dent.    Assume then a linear relation

PÁx) + 9/(2) + rA3) = ° ;

multiplying through by /(1), we have

P/U) + ?/(o/(2) + '/(l)/ö> = °-

But /(2,) = 1, fx)f2) = 0, f(x)fi3) = 0. Hence the relation reduces to p = Q.

Similarly, multiplying in turn by f2), /(3) we find q = 0, r = 0. Hence fx),

fi2), and f(3) may be taken as the e,, e2, and e3 of II.

III(2) and IV,,) are satisfied by definition.

IIL,) is satisfied by definition in case the two factors are of the first order ;

also in case the factors are one of the second order and one of the first order in

the forms

and (/, eb, t]r)(tb, yfr, a)¡2 respectively. There remains the case in which

the factors are of the form (eb, yjr, a) and (/, eb, yjr)(tb, yjr, b). In this case,

since ( x, y, z ) = 1, we may write

(eb, yjr, a) = (eb, yjr, a)(x, y, z)=(eb, yjr, x)(a, y, z) + (tb, yjr, y)(a, z, x) + (tb, yjr, z)(a, x, y)

by the determinant theorem.    Now

(/> & Vr)=(/» 4>i ■f)ixi y, *)-(/ y< SX0> ̂ x)+{fi *t x)(eb, f, y) + (f, x, y)(eb, yjr, z).

Hence

(ft <t>, f)(f, y, z) = (/, y, z)2(eb, yjr, x) + (f, z, x)(f, y, z)(eb, yjr, y)

+ if,x, y)(f, y, 2)(<kV',»s)

=/ii)(f r". «) +./i,)/f2)(lí,.1f-l !/) +/(.)/(3)fr f ?0 = (f f. í");
and similarly

(f,eb,yjr)(f,z,x) = (eb,yjr,y),

(f,eb,yjr)(f,x,y) = (eb,yjr,z).
Hence finally

(eb, yjr, a) = (a, y, z)-(f, eb, f)(f, y, z) + (a, z, x)-(f, eb, f)(f, z, x)

+ (a,x,y).(f,eb,f)(f,x,y).
Hence if

A=)(<b,yjr,a) and B = \(f, eb, f)(eb,yjr,b),

*See p. 451.
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then

[A, B] = (a,y, z)(b, y, z) + (a, z, x)(b, z, x) + (a,x, y)(b,x.,y).

IV(2) is satisfied by a property of determinants.

V is satisfied by definition.

VI is satisfied by taking a, b, c, equal to x, y, z, respectively.

We shall prove that Axiom VII is satisfied by showing that every symbolic

differential parameter of the type (/, a, o ) can be expressed linearly in terms

of (/, y, z), (/, z, x), (f, x, y) and that every symbolic differential parameter

of the type (/, eb, a) can be expressed linearly in terms of the three parameters

(/, 4>,x), (f,ep,y), (f, eb,z).
Using the determinant theorem we have

(/, a, b) = (f, a, b)(x,y,z) = (x, a, b)(f, y,z) + (y, a, b)(f, z,x)

+ (z, a, b)(f,x,y);
and also

(/> £» <*) = (ft 4>y <*)(x, y» z) = ( a, y, z)(f, eb, x)

+ (a, z, x)(f, tb, y) + (a, x, y)(f, cb, z).

It is shown in the next article that (/, tb, x)/t/2, (f, eb, y)¡V2, (f, eb, z)jv2

are the multiplicative combinations of the second order of é0)=/(U, e(2)=/(2)»

e(s) =f(3)-    Axiom VII is, therefore, satisfied if we take

(/» y» *) =/u)'        (/> z> x) =/(»»        (/> x ' y) =/(3)

as the e,, e2, es.

The statement made at the head of this section is therefore justified.

The similar work for n dimensions is an easy generalization ; hence we have

Theorem III.    The symbols f^,^, • • • ,f(¿, of the special differential form

t,dx2,
i=i

may be regarded as unit vectors along the coordinate axes; linear functions of

parameters of the type (fx,f2, • • • ,fk, ax, at, • • •, an_k) involving k symbolic

functions fx, • • • ,fk, may then be interpreted as k-dimensional vectors lying

in the space determined by f(x) ,f2), ■ • • ,f¿ •

In n dimensions we use the notation

1 "
g«=/w_1u('rSl»  •••> ^n-l'/)(^l'  •••><r\,-i» a.)=Ç aHj)fu)->

b =(n — l)l^1, ••*'*»-i'-0(£n '••' •An-l'6«)'

and define outer products as follows :
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{ax,a2, ■••,a^ = ———-j=(tbx, •••,£„_*,/,, • • •»/"*)(&» * ••>&-*'ai> •• •»<**)»

([«i» •••»**]» [6p •*•» bj1) = :--,—.v,   y,  , ¿ft
(n — k—j)l <sj(k+j)l

X OrV • • *» ̂ n-w'/i'  • • •'/*+/) (*P  • • •' *«-W «I'"'' a*' 6P  • * •' 6>)

V. Formulas and Applications.

12. General formulas. The symbolic expressions for various combinations

of vectors will now be obtained and the formulas will then be applied to obtain

new relations connecting symbolic differential parameters. We first give dif-

ferent symbolic expressions for the units and their multiplicative combinations.

ei = Hf* *» r-)(0» -"r". *) = (ft y-, *).

(31) e2 = $(f,tb,yjr)(tb,yjr,y) = (f,z,x),

^=l(ft^,t)(^t^, z) = (f,x,y).
For,

(ft 4>t f) = (ft 4>, ̂)(x, y, »)

= (ft Vt z)(<bt -f» x) + (ft zt x)(<j>t f,y) + (/, x, y)(<f>, yjr, z)
and

Ï (ft <!>,+)($, yjr, x) = ${2(f,y,z)}=(f,y,z),
since

(tb, yjr, x)(tb, yjr,x) = 2
and

(tb, yjr,x)(eb, yjr,y)=(ep,yjr,x)(tb,yjr,z)=:0.

Similarly for the others.

By definition

«I-*(/,#, *)(*»+»»)•

For the units of the second order we have

[ei. eJ = lci -■jg-(/« *» *)(/. y» 2) ™^(*' ^< »).

(32) [c3, c,] = |e2 = —(/, tb, *)(/, ., x) = -j=(tp, yjr, y),

[e„ e2J = |e3 = —(/, tb, f)(f,x,y) = -^(tp, yjr, z).

For,  by  definition,   |e, = [c2, e3], where  e2 = ¿(/, tf>, yjr)(eb, i^, y)  and

e3 = £(/, </>, yjr)(eb, yjr, z) and by definition, p. 462,

[c2. «.] = -^2 (/» *» *)(/. y> z)'>
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that (/, eb, yjr)(f, y, z) = (eb, yjr, x) is proved by writing

(f>4>* ï) = (ft<b,yr*)(x,y,z),

etc., as in the proof of formulas (31).

By this same method it may be shown that

(33) a = \(f, eb,yjr)(eb,y}r,a) = (a,y,z)sx + (a,z,x)e2 + (a,x, y)e3;

for   (eb, yjr, a) = (ef>, yjr, a)(x, y, z) = (eb, yjr, x)(a, y, z),  etc.,   and

\(ft 4>t ̂ )(<P, -<jr, x) = e,, etc.

Other important formulas follow :

(34) |a = i_((¿>Vr,a);*

for by (33)

\a = (a, y, z)\ex + (a, z, x)\e2 + (a, x, y)\e3

= -l|{(tf> y, z)(eb, yjr, x) + (a, z, x)(eb, yjr, y) + (a, X, y) (eb, yjr, z)},

and

11 1
-j=(eb,yjr, a) = 3(eb,yjr,a)(x, y, z) = ~(a, y, z)(eb, yjr, x),

etc., as above.

[a\b]=%(f,tb,a)(f,tb,b)=(a,y,z)(b,y,z)+(a,z,x)(b,z,x)

(35)
+ (a,x,y)(b,x,tp) = aXx)\x) + a(2)bi2) + a(3)bi3).

Proof.    By (33)

b = (b, y, z)ex + (b,z, x)e2 + (b, x,y)e3;
hence

[a\b] = (b,y,z)[a\ex] + (b, z, x)[a\e2] + (b, x, y)[a\e3)

and by definition, p. 462,

[a\ex]=(a,y,z),
etc., where

a = h(ft<b,y!r)(<b,yj>-,a)      and      |e, = — (/, tb, f)(f, y, z);

hence

[a\b] = (a, y, z)(b, y, z) + (a, z, x)(b, z, x) + (a, x, y)(b, x, y).

* Except for a numerical factor the complement of any vector expressed in symbolic form is

obtained by multiplying by a factor (/, p, ^ ) made up wholly of symbolic functions, includ-

ing the symbolic functions which occur only once in the expression for the vector, or by leaving

out such a factor in case it is present.
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Again

(ft $t a)(ft <t>, 6) = {(a, y, z)(f, tb, x) + (a, z, x)(f, tb, y)
+ (<*tX,y)(f,tb,z)}{(b, y,z)(f, eb,x)

+ (b, z, x)(f, eb,y) + (b, x, y)(f, eb, z)}

= 2{(a, y, z)(b, y, z) + (&, z, x)(b,z,x)

+ (a,x,y)(b, x, y)}

and this proves formula (35).

l°tb] = ~(f,cb,yjr)(f,a,b)
(36) ^

= (x, a, b)[e2, c3] -f (y, a, b)[e3, e,] + (z, a, 6)[e,, c2].

The proof is similar to the proof of (33).

(37) \[a,b] = [\a\b-]=(f,a,b);
for from (36)

|[a, 6] =(x,a,b)ex+ (y, a, b)e2+ (z, a, b)e3= (x, a, b)(f, y, z)

+ (y, a, b)(f, z, x) + (z, a, b)(f, x, y) = (/, a, b).

(38) ([a, 6], [c,d]) = (f,eb,f)(eb,a,b)(yjr,c,d).

Proof.    By definition,

|([a, 6], [c, d])= (|[a, 6] | [c, d]) = [T(x, a, b)ex, £(*, c, d)ex]

(x, a, b), (x, c, d)

(y, a, b), (y, c, d)

(z,a,b), (z,c,d)

+  (x, a,b),(x,c,d) L  3'   lJ'

again,

(f,(f>,yjr)(eb,a,b)(yjr,c,d)=(cb,a, b){(f, eb, x)(yjr, y, z)(yfr, c, d)

+ (ft <b, y)(f, «t x)(yjr, c, d) + (f, eb, z)(yjr, x, y)(yjr, c, d)}

= (eb,a,b){(f,eb,x)(x,c,d) + (f,eb,y)(y,c,d) + (f,eb,z)(z,c,d)}.

Now

(ft <t>, x)(tf>, a, b) = (f, y, x)(ef>, z, x)(tb, a, b)

+ (f, z, x)(tb, x, y)(cb, a, b) = (y, a, b)(f, y, x) + (z, a, b)(f,z,x),

with similar expressions for (/, eb, y)(eb, a, b) and (/, eb, z)(eb, a, b).   Sub-

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 31

[«..««] +

(y, a, b), (y, c, d)

(z, a, 6),  (z,c,d)
[e2>e3]
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stituting, we have finally

(ft 4>t +)(<!>> «» b)(yjr, c,d) = {(y, a, b)(f, y, x)

+(z, a, b)(f, z, x)}(x, c, d)+{(z, a, b)(f, z, y)+(x, a, b)(f x, y)}(y, c, d)

+ {(x, a, b)(f, x, z) + (y, a, b)(f, y, z)}(z, c, d)

= (ft x, y)

+ (ft z, x)

(x, a, b), (x, c, d)

(y, a, b), (y, c, d)

(z, a, b), (z, c,d)

(x,a, b), (x,c, d)

+ (A y, z)
(y, a, b), (y, c, d)

(z, a, b),   (z, c, d)

The expression found above for|([o,6],[c,</])is clearly the complement of

this final expression for (f, ef>, yp-)(tp, a, b)(yjr, c, d); hence the formula is

proved.

(39) ([a,b]\c) = (f,eb,c)(t]>,a,b).

For by (33) or (34)
|c = 2(c,y,z)[e2,e3];

hence

([«>*] I«) = (C y,z)([a,b], [e„ e3]) + (c, z, x)([a, 6], [es, e,])

+ (c,x,y)([a, b], [e,,eä])

= (tb, a, 6)2(c, y, z)(f, eb, +)( + , y, z)        by (38),

= (tb, a, 6)2(/, tb, x)(c, y, z) = (/, tb, c)(t)>, a, b).

(40) (la,b]\lc,d]) = (f,a,b)(f,c,d).*

For, by formula (37), |[c, rf] = 2(x, c, d)ex; hence

([a,6]|[c,d])

= (x,c, d)[a, b, ex'\+(y,c,d)[a, b,ef\ + (z,c, d)[a, 6,es]

= (x,c,d)(x,a,b) + (y,c, d)(y,a,b) + (z,c, d)(z,a,b);

and (f, a, b)(f, c, d) expanded gives the same.

We give below the extensions of the formulas (31)-(40) to n dimensions ; the

proofs are similar to the proofs given above for three dimensions.

(31J
*» =(n-iyS^ *«' " ' ' *--i)(*i» • " ' ' *—i' *<)

— (xx, • • • t x._x,f, xi+x, •■■,xn).

* Except for a numerical factor the inner product of two vectors in symbolio notation is ob-

tained by writing them both (or their complements) in terms of the same symbolic functions as

far as possible.
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(32J   Ceci' ''',ec^=(n-k)\mFlFt=lkl{fl,''''fk'XcM' •••'!C«-)'

Fx = (fxt •••>/*> 4>xt '••« £»-*)» -^î = (£i>   •*•» ^»-t»!Bc,7  •••» ««»)'

where c,, • • •, ct stands for any combination of k of the subscripts

1,2, ••• ,n, and ct+1, • • • , c% are the remaining subscripts in such order that

(xCx,xCt, --.,xCn)= + l.

° = (n— 1)1^' ^' " ' ' ^»-iH^i' *'*' *--ia)

S (¡B,, • • •, »,_,, a, *<+,,-••, »Je.
i=i

(»J       W*]-frriyi(Ä«-"'«/-i»«)CÄ.v-./^.*).

[o„as, ---.aj

= 52(«i, •••»«»»».,1 •••»«OC««»**» •••»««,]•
o

|[«i. ••'.«*] = (|[aH •".«»] I Own ••«.«»])

(37J 1
" V(ra-/fc)!

If ¿ + i>n,

(/n •••,/n_i, «i, •••, ak).

(n — k)l(n—j)\<s!(k+j-n)\

(88J üf,-(^, •••,*_», T-i. —.f^,/», •••./„*-.),

-^=(<r\. •••,*,_*,«,, ■••.«t)(r"p •**»*.-,»&». •••»*,)•

(39n) (n — A — r)I Vifc!

^s -(/!••••!/»• 0H-P • • • » $_i 6„ • - •, 6r)(^+I, • • •, aS„_r, a„ • • -, a^f),

([a„ ...,ar]|[6„...,6p])

(40J 1
"" (n-r)\ ^" '••'^-r'ai' •••'ar)(*n •••i^-r>6i7    ••,&,)•
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13. Application to the symbolic invariant theory. Results of the Grass-

mann theory may be employed to derive formulas in the symbolic theory.

Three examples of this application are given below.*

1. From formula (27J follows by use of formula (38J

(/i> • • '»/»-y <rV • • •» h-jt r"i»   ■t ft+j-Mfv ■ ■ -tfn-kt ax, ■■■, aj

i (n-k)l (n-j)l

m      x(*.^^"■'V-LTSti=))fL

X Z(/i' • • '»/.-*» <rV ■ ■ -, ebn_j, yjrx, ■ ■ -, yjrk+J._n)
c

X (fv • • ■ tf-kt </>„•••, </>„..,-, Kxt ••', t>ck^n)(av   -, ak, bCl„ ■■-, be,J).-\

2. From formula (28J follows by use of formula (39J

(fxt •••>/*! 4>k+xt •••* ̂ «-ri K • • -, *rX^*+n • • •> K-* «n • • -i «*+,)

(n—Jc_r)}

<42)      " (n-jfc)l(n-r)I Ç V" ' ' ' ' ¿-"* a°>'   " ' "^^ " ' ' ¿-'' 6" " ' ' ^

X (</>„  • • -, <£,,_„ aCl„  ■■■, aCk)(ebx,  ■■■, ebn_k, yjrx,  • • -, -ff).

3. From formula (29J follows by use of formulas (35J and (40J

(n — kTl        ' ' ',f'l-k, a''    "' ait'(f'' ' ' '»•'«-*'   i' " " "'   ¿)

(43) (/2> «*)(/*> bx), (f2, a2)(f2, b2), ■■-, (f2, a2)(f2, bf)

{(»-!)!}*

(/*' «*)(/*> 6i)> (fht ak)(fk, bf), ■ ■ -, (fk, ak)(fk, bk)

where (/., af) = (fa,fat • ■ •,/;„_,! af) and/., is a symbolic function equivalent

to/.

These formulas can be shown to hold for the general differential form.

14. Applications to geometry. As heretofore, we regard the variables

ce,, x2, • ■ -, xn as cartesian coordinates of a point in an »¡.-dimensional space ; we

wish to determine how the ¿-dimensional vector (/,, • ■ -, fk, ax, • • -, an_f) is

related to the surfaces a, = const., a2 = const., • • •, an_k = const.

First we show that the (n — 1 )-dimensional vector (/,, • • -, /„_,, a) is, at

* Formulas (41) and (42) are new.

For formula (43) see Maschke, Differential parameters of the first order, loo. cit., p. 73.

tcu --, ck+j—n stands for any combination of k+j — n of the subscripts, 1, 2, ■■■, j;

ci, • • -, <!,',_* are the remaining subscripts. In order to obtain the correct sign in each term, the

order of the subscripts must be such that e,, • • -, ci>+j—n, c[, ■ ■ -, c'n—k may be obtained from

1, 2, • ■ -, j, by an even number of transpositions.
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each point of space, tangent to one of the surfaces a = const. ; for when a is

linear, by formulas (33n) and (34J,

1 n

y 1v,(/p   •••'/»-!' a) = X)aU)e,'
\( 71 — 1 ) ! 1=1

is parallel to the planes a = const.

When a is not linear, then the linear space of n — 1 dimensions, tangent at

a given point (xx, x2, ■ • •, xn) to the surface a = const, which passes through

that point, is given by
n

L = T,(aw)z=-xi = coTist-t

and clearly

(fit ■■•tfn-xta)x=2 = (fx, ••■,/„_,, L).

The linear space tangent to the intersection of a, = const., a2 = const, will be

the space common to the linear spaces tangent to the two hyper-surfaces. A

vector lying in this space is found by taking the outer product of the vectors

(/,. • • -»/»_n «J and (/,, • • -,/„_,, a2). By formula (37J this product may

be written, except for a numerical factor, (/,, • • -,fn_2, ax, a.f).

This argument can be repeated for three functions ax, a2, a3, and again, for

any number, a,, a2, • • •, an_;. ; hence we have :

Theorem IV. If the derivatives fa,,f2), ■ • -tf„) ofa symbolic function of

the differential form

¿dx2
<=i

are interpreted as unit vectors along the coordinate axes, then

(fx->fit •■■tfk, «,, a2t ■-■> an-k)

may be interpreted as a k-dimensional vector, tangent to the k-dimensional

sjtread which is common to ax = const., a2 = const., • • •, a   k = const.

VI.   The General Differential Form.

15. Change of variables in three dimensions. So far we have been con-

sidering differential parameters of a special type of differentia] form : namely,

the differential form for length of arc in an Euclidean space ; i. e., a form of

the type
n

i=X

or any form into which such a form can be transformed.

In this section it is shown that Theorem IV can be extended to apply to any

space which can be considered a part of an Euclidean space (of higher dimen-

sions) ; for example, to a surface lying in three dimensions.
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Let us consider in an ordinary space of three dimensions the transformation

u = u(x, y,z),        v = v(x,y,z),        w = w(x,y,z).

We can find dx, dy, dz, in terms of du, dv, dw, by solving the equations

du = u(x)dx + ui2)dy + ui3)dz,

dv = vix)dx + v(2)dy + v(3)dz,

dw = w(x)dx + W(2)dy + wi3)dz.

If the resulting values are substituted in

ds =fx)dx +f(2)dy +f(3)dz
we obtain

(f,v,w) (u,f,w) (u,v,f)
ds = ;=-{du + -—!-: dv + )-¿-4 dw.

(u,v,w) {u,v,w) (u,v,w)

By Theorem IV the coefficients* of du, dv, dw may be regarded as linear

vectors tangent to the intersections of »= const., w = const.; w = const.,

u = const.; and u = const., v = const., respectively. Let us denote these coeffi-

cients by £(,), <(2), ¿(3). It can be shown precisely as in the two-dimensional case

that t(x), t(2), t(3) are the derivatives with respect to u, v, to of the function into

■which the symbolic function / transforms. Hence the transformed function

t(u, v, w) is a symbolic function of the differential quantic into which

dx2 + dy2 + dz2 transforms and the derivatives t(u), tu), tM (i. e., ta), ti2), i(3))

may be interpreted as vector functions of position, tangent at each point of

space to the parameter curves which pass through that point. The transformed

differential form is given by ds2 = df2 = di? = (tCx)du + t(2)dv + t(3)dw)2 where

t(x)==(ftvt w)/(u,v, w),etc.

16. The general two-dimensional case. On the surface w = a (a definite

const.), dw = 0. In our formula for ds let us write a for w to indicate that

only such values of x, y, z are to be used as will satisfy the equation w = a.

We have, then, on the surface

da2 = (t(x)du + t(2)dv)2 = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv1
where

t2x) = F,       <(I)<(2) = F,       <(*2, = G .f

This gives rise to a vector system on a surface, having variable units tn), t(2)

which are tangent to the parameter curves of the surface. The usual vector

expressions, as inner and outer products, and complements can be set up in terms

* Observe that tbe common denominator of these coefficients is an ordinary number, being

the Jacobian of the fonctions u, v, w with respect to x, y, z.

■fThe function /=/q) • x+fi2) -y -f/(3) -z represents the vector from the origin to the point

x, y,z; hence t( m, v ) represents the vector from the origin to any point on tbe surface w = a.
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of these variable units ; these expressions take the same form as the correspond-

ing expressions in the plane given on p. 453.

It should be noticed that here, since w = a is an arbitrary surface, we are

considering a perfectly general binary quadratic differential form ; hence

Theorem V. If A = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2 is any binary quadratic

differential form, the partial derivatives dt/du, dt/dv of a symbolic function

of A may be interpreted as vectors, of length y]F, Vir respectively, tangent to

the parameter curves of the surface characterized by A .

17. The general k-dimensional case. In the same way we consider in an

Euclidean space of n dimensions, the sub-space of k dimensions determined by

a, = const., • • • , an_k = const. For arc length in the sub-space we shall have

ds2 = (Zi^cii^)2, where

t   _(ux,u2, ••-, u._x, f, u.+x, • •., ut, ax, • • •, a„_t)
" («I«    •■•»«».   «17    •••.<*_»)

and where l(ux, • • •, »,) =f(xx, • ■ •, xf).

Precisely as in the three-dimensional cases it can be shown that t(i) = d tjdui ;

hence we have

Theorem VI.    If
k

A s J] Fyduflu
i,j=,X

is the differential form giving length of arc in any space of k dimensions

belonging to an Euclidean space of n dimensions, then the partial derivatives

d t¡dui, • • •, d t/duk of a symbolic function of A may be interpreted as vectors

tangent to the parameter curves of the sub-space characterized by A.

VII.  Symbolic  Differential  Parameters involving  Derivatives  of

the Second and Higher Orders.

18. Interpretation of the higher derivatives of the symbols. Let the space

77n whose arc element is determined by

ds2 = ± F^du.du^ftf^duX
t. i=i \*=i /

be supposed to lie in an Euclidean space Sr of r dimensions. The/J0 may then

be interpreted as vectors in Sr tangent to 7?n along the parameter curves.

Since these tangent vectors lie in Sr, they may be expressed as linear functions

of r constant, mutually orthogonal unit vectors, e,, e2, •••, er, in Sr, the

coefficients being functions of «,, • • •, «„. The derivatives of the f(i) of any

order, with respect to the variables ux, ut, ■ • •, uH, if they do not vanish, are

again linear functions of the unit vectors, e,, e2, • • •, er.    We have therefore
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Theorem VII.    If the space Fn whose arc element is determined by

ds2 =  ± E.d^duj = (tf^du)2
i, j=X \ ¿=1 /

lies in an Euclidean space ST of r dimensions, then the derivatives of the

symbolic function f, of all orders, with respect to any of the variables w,, ■ • -,un,

may be interpreted as vectors of the space 8r.

Since symbolic differential parameters involving derivatives of the 77.. to any

order are expressible in terms of derivatives of the symbolic functions, it

follows that all such differential parameters may be interpreted as vectors or as

combinations of vectors of the space Sr.

19. Second covariantive derivatives of the symbolic functions. The second

covariantive derivatives of the symbolic functions are given linearly in terms of

the ordinary second derivatives and of the first derivatives by the formula

It follows that fiJ} may be interpreted  as  a vector.    But we  have  always

fk)fif> = 0-\ which shows that each fij) is orthogonal to all the vectors fk).

Hence

Theorem VIII. If the fm are interpreted as vectors in Sr tangent to Rn

along the parameter curves, then the second covariantive derivatives f'J> may

be interpreted as normals to Fn in Sr.

* Maschke, A symbolic treatment, etc., loc. cit., p. 457, equation (75).

t Maschke, loc. cit., p. 459, equation (84).


